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Understanding Climate Change

 Climate has played a major role in the development of life
on earth and evolution of human civilization.

 Understanding climate change means understanding the
interactions of multiple human and natural systems.

 Climate has been changing since the dawn of time, but
only recently have humans had a discernible effect on
the earth’s climate.
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“Greenhouse” effect is name given to
radiative warming of planet

 Sun is source of most energy input to the earth-
atmosphere system.

 About half the light reaching Earth's atmosphere
passes through the air and clouds to the surface,
where it is absorbed and then radiated upward in
the form of infrared heat.

 About 90 percent of this heat is then absorbed by
the greenhouse gases and radiated back toward
the surface., which is warmed to a life-supporting
average of 15 degrees C
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Indicators of Global Climate Change

 Increasing average temperature
over land and sea

 Decreasing glaciers
 Decreasing sea ice coverage
 Increasing ocean heat content
 Increasing pH (acidity) of oceans
 Increasing sea level rise
 More extreme weather events
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Ten indicators of climate change:
(also, increase in ocean acidity and extreme weather events)



Warming of the climate system is
unequivocal



Mean Global Temperature



What can you do?
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Potentials (100-Year
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2013 Sources of CH4 Emissions
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2013 Sources of N20 Emissions
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Environmental Working Group, 2011



“Give up meat for one
day [a week], initially,
and decrease it from
there.”
Rajendra Pachuar
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change,
Chair, 2002-2014
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Females Test Higher
Than Males

MCA-G Labor Gender Social Study, 2014



Self-Confidence

MCA-G Labor Gender Social Study, 2014


